Errata

p. 10, line 11 replace with sub-section
p. 13, line 1 replace with 2.2.1
p. 13, line 3 replace with 2.2.2
p. 22, note 2 replace with that
p. 31, line 29 replace with Stjernberg 2002
p. 36, line 18 replace with from it
p. 81, line 30 delete
p. 91, line 9 delete
p. 91, line 28 replace with Williams’
pp. 92–93, note 2 replace with Williams’
p. 102, line 30 replace with examination of resemblance is one of the second
p. 113, line 27 replace with Dependent is a cleaner shoe than. is a cleaner shoe than,
p. 116, line 19 replace with intuitions
p. 137, note 3, line 3 replace with it
p. 140, line 25 delete
p. 140, line 25 replace with that
p. 151, line 25 replace with to which
p. 159, line 3 replace with predicative
p. 161, line 16 replace with from
p. 179, line 4 replace with Four relation terms
p. 185, line 4 delete i.e., the shape of a square
p. 185, line 7 replace with the s of the others
p. 211, line 21 delete a
p. 217, line 2 replace with or
p. 218, line 25 replace with (except) x
p. 225, line 32 replace with ‘animal’
p. 232, line 10 replace with universal x
p. 233, notes 5, 6, 7, 8 replace with O’Leary-Hawthorne
Cf. O’Leary-Hawthorne mentions which mentions
p. 242, note 1 replace with and
p. 243, line 2 replace with of
p. 244, line 6 delete
p. 246, note 2 replace with p. 25
p. 249, line 8 replace with satisfactory explanation of
p. 249, line 20 replace with that is
p. 264, line 26 replace with In the
p. 266, line 30 replace with of
p. 267, line 26 replace with subscript
p. 270, line 12 replace with to
p. 270, line 13 replace with into a
p. 272, note 2 replace with composites
p. 273, line 27 replace with composite
p. 277, line 7 replace with Metz
p. 286, line 39 replace with Mertz
p. 287 delete
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